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ABSTRACT

Software testing is an important activity of the software development process. Software testing is most efforts consuming phase in software development. One would like to minimize the effort and maximize the number of faults detected and automated test case generation contributes to reduce cost and time effort. Hence test case generation may be treated as an optimization problem. In this paper, we have used genetic algorithm to optimize the test cases that are generated applying conditional coverage on source code. Test case data is generated automatically using genetic algorithm are optimized and outperforms the test cases generated by random testing.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Software testing is the procedure of executing a program or system with the intent of finding faults. Testing is a process of confirming that product is working according to the specification and satisfying the customer needs. Software testing provides a means to reduce errors, cut maintenance and overall software costs. Numerous software testing methodologies, tools, and techniques have emerged over the last few decades promising to enhance software quality. Software testing is an important part in the software development life cycle. Two common approaches are white box testing and black box testing. There are different coverage measures for testability to the source code such as statement coverage, branch coverage, and condition coverage. In the branch coverage, we make sure that we execute every branch at least once. For conditional branches, this means that we execute the TRUE branch at least once and the FALSE branch at least once. Conditions for conditional branches can be compound boolean expressions a compound boolean expression consists of a combination of boolean terms combined with logical connectives AND, OR, and NOT. Condition coverage. In this paper, we propose a model for automatic and optimized test case generation. In our proposed method, the initial test case generated using conditional coverage to cover all the paths. Then genetic algorithm is used for optimizing the test cases. This is an efficient approach of optimizing test case by using both genetic algorithm and conditional coverage.
1.1 Testing strategies

A test strategy is an outline that describes the testing approach of the software development cycle. A strategy for software testing integrates the design of software test cases into a well planned series of steps that result in successful development of the software [6][13]. Testing begins at component level and work outward towards the integration of entire computer based system. There are different types of testing strategies which are shown in Figure 1:

1. Unit testing- it concentrates on each component function of the software as implemented in the source code. Components are then assembled and integrated
2. Integration testing- it focuses on the design and construction of the software system. It also focuses on input and output and how well the component fit together and works together.
3. Validation testing- requirements are validated against the constructed software. It provides final assurance that the software meets all functional and performance requirement.
4. System testing- In this the software and other system elements are tested as a whole that overall system function and performance is achieved. In this paper we used unit testing we take source code and focus on the each component function of the source code and internal structure of the program’s source code.
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Figure 1: The Testing Strategy

1.2 Coverage Criterion

The adequacy of testing is evaluated by the coverage measure that describes the degree to which a program’s source code has been tested. Coverage is the extent that a structure has been exercised as a percentage of items being covered [15][18]. If coverage is not completed then more tests may be designed to test those items that were missed and therefore increase coverage. There are different types of coverage used in testing they are as follows:

- Statement coverage- all statements in the programs should be executed at least once.
- Branch coverage- all branches in the program should be executed at least once.
- Condition coverage- it executes the true or false outcome of each condition. It is closely related to the decision coverage but has better sensitivity to the control flow.

In this paper we apply conditional coverage by making the control flow graph of the source code so that we can detect the faults as much as possible.
2. PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION

The process of testing any software system is an enormous task which is time consuming and costly. Software testing is laborious and time-consuming work; it spends almost 50% of software system development resources. Generally, the goal of software testing is to design a set of minimal number of test cases such that it reveals as many faults as possible.

An automated software testing can significantly reduce the cost of developing software. Other benefits include: the test preparation can be done in advance, the test runs would be considerably fast, and the confidence of the testing result can be increased. Automated test case generation using genetic algorithm reduce the cost and effort and applying conditional coverage on source code reveals as many faults as possible by covering all the paths of the source code.

3. PROPOSED WORK

In this paper my motive is to optimize the test cases by making the control flow graph from the source code by covering all the paths taking conditional coverage and then generate the test cases randomly. Then genetic algorithm apply on the test cases of the source code and genetic algorithm optimizes the test cases. Original test cases are generated using random testing applying conditional coverage on source code after that test cases are refined using genetic algorithm for automatically test case generation that detect faults as much as possible. In this paper the model shows how the genetic algorithm optimizes the test cases that are generated randomly and detect the faults of the source code as much as possible.

We make a model that shows the overall structure of our proposed work. Figure 2 shows the proposed model.

In our model we start testing process by taking a source code. For testing process we have to generate test cases. In our methodology we make control flow graph for the source code and then apply the condition coverage on the control flow graph and test cases are generated randomly. These test cases are refined using genetic algorithm for producing a set of optimize test case that can detect all possible faults. The condition coverage executes each true and false outcome of each condition and the testing adequacy is evaluated by coverage criterion that how much percentage of source code is exercised by the coverage and condition coverage cover all the paths of the source code.

For producing the optimize test case we use genetic algorithm. Genetic algorithm starts with guesses and attempts to improve the guesses by evolution. A GA will typically have five parts: (1) a representation of a guess called a chromosome, (2) an initial pool of chromosomes, (3) a fitness function, (4) a selection function and (5) a crossover operator and a mutation operator. A chromosome can be a binary string or a more elaborate data structure. The initial pool of chromosomes can be randomly produced or manually created. The fitness function measures the suitability of a chromosome to meet a specified objective: for coverage based automatic test case generation, a chromosome is fitter if it corresponds to greater coverage. The selection function decides which chromosomes will participate in the evolution stage of the genetic algorithm made up by the crossover and mutation operators. The crossover operator exchanges genes from two chromosomes and creates two new chromosomes. The mutation operator changes a gene in a chromosome and creates one new chromosome.

A basic algorithm for a GA is as follows

The pseudo code for GA is:
Initialize (population)
Evaluate (population)
While (stopping condition not satisfied) do
{
Selection (population)
Crossover (population)
Mutate (population)
Evaluate (population)
}

4. METHODOLOGY OR MODEL

The adequacy of testing is evaluated by the coverage measure that describes the degree to which a program’s source code has been tested. The adequacy criteria include statement coverage, branch coverage and condition coverage. Condition coverage is apply on the control flow graph of source code. In control flow graph the nodes are statement and the edges represent the flow of control between statements.
In the branch coverage we make sure that we execute every branch at least once. For conditional branches, this means that, we execute the TRUE branch at least once and the FALSE branch at least once conditions for conditional branches can be compound boolean expression.

In our model we make control flow graph for the source code then we apply conditional coverage to cover all the paths of the control flow graph because condition coverage execute every edge of the graph at least once. We generate test case randomly using conditional coverage. Test cases are refined by the genetic algorithm for optimizing the test cases. New test cases are generated using genetic algorithm. Steps to execute genetic algorithm are as follows.

1. Genetic representation of the random test cases.
2. Fitness function to evaluate the test cases.
3. Select the best fit individuals for reproduction.
4. Breed new test cases through crossover and mutation operation.
5. Repeat this generation until the termination condition is satisfied.

Our algorithm works on control flow graph (CFG). CFG is a simple notation for the representation of control flow. An independent path is any path through the program that introduces at least one new set of processing statements or a new condition. When stated in terms of a flow graph an independent path must move along at least edge that has not been traversed before the path is defined. Condition coverage is applied on the control flow graph for producing test case randomly. Condition coverage covers all the paths of the source code so that it can detect maximum faults.

New test cases are generated automatically using genetic algorithm. The mutation and crossover operation produce new test cases. These test cases are optimized test cases because they detect all possible faults of the source code because test cases are generated covers all the path of program’s source code so these test cases detect fault as much as possible. The steps to execute proposed method is as follows

4.1 Proposed Algorithm

1. Make the control flow graph of the source code.
2. Apply conditional coverage on the control flow graph
3. Generate initial test case randomly.
4. Generate a set of optimize test case using a genetic algorithm.

So in our methodology for producing optimize test case for testing process we make control flow graph for source code and generate test case randomly by applying conditional coverage on the control flow graph and then for producing optimize test case that can detect all the faults as much as possible we refined test case using genetic algorithm. Genetic algorithm produced a set of optimize test case that is used by the user. Here the user has authority to testing the source code by using test cases. Genetic algorithm has well defined steps such as initialization, selection, crossover and mutation. The crossover and mutation process produce new test cases that can detect maximum faults for the source code. So by using this methodology we can generate test case automatically that save effort, time and cost for testing process. The algorithm described above enhances the software testing strategies by saving effort and cost by generating test cases automatically.
5. RESULT & CONCLUSION

The model shows that test cases are generated randomly by applying conditional coverage and genetic algorithm produce a set of optimize test cases automatically that detect all the possible faults from the source code. Automatically test case generation of my model reduce the effort and cost of the testing process. In this paper we proposed a methodology for automatic test case generation of software test cases by focusing on condition coverage of source code. First we randomly generated initial test cases and refined them using a genetic algorithm. Genetic algorithm has well defined steps and mutation and crossover operator produce new optimize test cases. A set of optimized test case detect faults as much as possible from the source code. So automatically test case generation enhance the software testing strategies and also improve the software quality.

The overall result shows that this methodology is a promising approach for fully automatic test case generation for the testing technique that use condition coverage of the source code. To increase the efficiency and effectiveness, and thus to reduce the overall development cost for software based systems a systematic and automatic test case generator is required. Genetic algorithms search for relevant test cases in the input domain of the system under test and our methodology produce test case automatically using genetic algorithm. The application scope of genetic algorithm can go further that every technique of testing can be implemented using genetic algorithm.
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